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Background
Many healthcare professionals perceive clinical benefits resulting from manual treatments; such treatments are
designed to remove somatic dysfunction. Unfortunately few studies have been designed to measure objective
components of somatic dysfunction before and after such interventions thereby making it difficult then to
link the clinical complaints and their relief to either the somatic dysfunction or its treatment.
Somatic dysfunction consists of a combination of several of the following “STAR” components: Sensitivity,
Tissue texture abnormality, Asymmetry, and Restricted motion. Of these, the type of tissue texture change
palpated is most likely to dictate what type of manual technique is applied. Some characteristics influenced
by “hysteresis” are objective measurements used to assess compliance. These include hardness, resistance, and
resilience which are widely used in physical disciplines but have been largely overlooked in the life sciences.
Few generally available measurement tools objectively assess components of human tissue hysteresis. Of those
that do, few controlled studies have been published that
attempt to: (1) validate their clinical use; (2) correlate objective measures of hysteresis with the palpatory diagnosis of
somatic dysfunction before and after a manual treatment
intervention; (3) determine if one particular characteristic of
hysteresis compared to another is better in predicting change
from manual therapy generally; and (4) determine if one certain form of manual intervention modulates hysteresis better
than another.
In this study, the Spineliner® (Sigma Instruments;
Lancaster, PA) was used to analyze portions of the cervical
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hysteresis curves. The Spineliner® (see figure 1) incorporates
Figure 1: Spineliner® and a telescoping piezoelectric
technology that reports a unit-less “durometer” to quantify
“hardness” … or in this case, changes in human cervical tissue sensorhead with two-point paraspinal probe and its
application to a cervical segment
occurring in response to a consistent deforming force. A
reproducibly constant force is induced by the Spineliner®
sensorhead which impulses against the tissue after the introduction of exactly 6lbs (2.7kg) of compression.
This very rapid gentle mechanical impulse and the subsequent tissue response are recorded in conjunction
with the piezoelectric force sensor.
Two of the four components used to calculate a durometer are motoricity (measuring 2 times the area under
the curve generated by deformation and return towards baseline over a particular period of time) and fixation
(which measures maximal tissue resistance). These two components were analyzed before and after several different methods of cervical manual techniques commonly used by osteopathic practitioners.
Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine (OMM) is an internationally-recognized school of manual medicine.
Osteopathic Manipulative Treatment (OMT) techniques taught in that profession employ a number of different activating forces. OMM literature purports that different OMT techniques commonly used to ameliorate
somatic dysfunction may employ different underlying mechanisms of action. Such differences suggest techniques including balanced ligamentous tension (BLT) and counterstrain (CS) may have more effect on tissue
fluid components than high-velocity-low amplitude (HVLA - thrust) OMT when treating somatic
dysfunction

Hypotheses
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Figure 2: Spineliner® printout for the motoricity and fixation of OA and C1-7 in a subject treated with HVLA at C6. These
printouts are before (a) and after (b) that single segmental application of OMT. The more the recording lines in the lower boxes
overlap, the greater the operator precision. Decrease in the peak of the curve of the C6 segment in the post-treatment printout on
the right indicates a treatment effect (decrease in fixation) at C6.

All data was given to a professional statistician used univariate analysis, one-factor analysis of variance tests,
Dunnetts variance test, and Student-Newman-Keuls variance test to analyze the validity and determine
statistical significance.

Results:
Durometer components (fixation and motoricity) were calculated at every level and for every intervention
cohort. Figures 3-5 below represent sample data analyses. The graphs depict average measured change in
each after treatment; the significance (p) was determined in comparison to the sham group. While sham did
affect some levels positively and some negatively, collectively sham did not have much effect (Δ fixationave =
-0.1; Δ motoricityave = -0.2). There were no adverse treatment reactions in any of the 330 subjects participating in this study.
Within this protocol design, ME seemed to yield the most significant treatment response (p < 0.05 seen at
multiple cervical levels in both fixation and motoricity). Statistically significant or highly suggestive (trend)
changes were noted in the fixation component at the level of the OA, C3, and C5-C6. We also noted these
same changes in the motoricity component at the level of the OA and C2-C5. In regards to fixation at C5, we
noted a significant treatment response to ME (p=0.034), a highly suggestive trend in response to BLT
(p=0.065), and while HVLA showed increased fixation, it was not significant and even less than the response
to sham at that level (see Figure 3).
The data concerning the level of C3 (see Figure 4) demonstrated improvement (less fixation) using ME,
HVLA, and CS; CS reached statistical significance (p=0.03). The C3 level response to BLT showed a significant increase in fixation (p=0.03) -- the only instance of any partial durometer measure significantly worsening in response to any manual intervention in this study.
All manual interventions were better than sham when measuring change in motoricity at the occipital-atlantal
(OA) level , with a suggestive trend (p=0.10) for CS and significance (p=0.03) for ME (see Figure 5).

Cervical soft tissues of otherwise healthy subjects with simple, relatively asymptomatic somatic dysfunction (SD):
(1) Will show decreases in fixation and motoricity (hysteresis measurement changes) after OMT.
(2) Will not demonstrate differences in these hysteresis measurement changes when different cervical OMT
techniques are used to remove SD.
(3) Will have no significant hysteresis measurement changes when “treated” with a sham intervention.

Materials & Methods:
200 subjects were recruited and signed a consent form approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine (PCOM). They were equally and randomly assigned to receive
one of five interventions to be applied to a single cervical somatic dysfunction site.
The four different pre-determined OMT techniques chosen represented those commonly employed clinically;
(1) Muscle Energy (ME), (2) Counterstrain (CS), (3) Balanced Ligamentous Tension (BLT), or (4) HighVelocity Low-Amplitude (HVLA). The fifth intervention was a sham treatment consisting of touching the
mastoid processes bilaterally with two fingers while thinking of two verses of the “Happy Birthday” song. The
palpators were instructed to pay careful attention to avoid accidentally engaging the soft tissues or any inherent body rhythm, which could potentially treat the subject and negate their sham status.
Subjects were objectively measured via the Spineliner® before palpatory diagnosis for somatic dysfunction.
Each subject was placed in a standard massage chair in the modified kneeling position with their head positioned in a head rest that sat roughly at a 60° angle and their arms placed comfortably on the arm rests in
front of them. The probe was applied at precise angles to the paraspinal muscles at each cervical level, obtaining data from the occipitoatlantal region to the level of C7. The study used a single Spineliner® technician
(an osteopathic physician-in-training who trained in Austria and practiced over 300 exams for consistency
prior to the study).
The subject blindly chose a number which correlated with one of the five interventions. The palpator (a resident-level osteopathic physician or senior osteopathic physician-in-training each with additional manual medicine training) then implemented the chosen technique after examining the entire cervical spine and documented a specific descriptive diagnosis on the basis of its STAR characteristics before treatment. After the
intervention, the same individual reexamined the site and denoted if it was “resolved, improved, unchanged,
or worse.”
The subject returned in approximately 10 minutes for reexamination with the Spineliner® by the same technician who remained blinded to the site treated or the intervention used. Pre- and Post- intervention
Spineliner® data on motoricity and fixation were collected and hard-copy printouts were also created for each
of the 200 subjects (see figure 2). To decrease the effect of operator error, two pre- and two post- measurements were performed consecutively on each subject. Then both pre-values were averaged together to constitute the recorded pre-OMT measurement for each subject; this method was also used to measure post-OMT
value

Figures 3-5: The effects of different manual treatments upon selected hysteresis responses (fixation & motoricity). Significance
was determined compared to sham responses. A decrease in an average measurement within a cohort at a given level signifies
improvement (shown in green);an increase would signify more firmness or resistance (shown in red) . Only selected levels and
responses are represented in the figures.

Conclusion
When comparing treated to untreated cervical segments, an appreciable objective change was noted at nearly
all levels in the treated group with the most significant changes occurring at the level of the OA, C3, and C5.
The treatment modality that yielded the most improved segmental response was ME. Numerous suggestive
trends were also appreciated and could best be further investigated by increasing the number of subjects in
each treatment group to increase the statistical significance.

Discussion
Each of the four components of the durometer measures its own unique characteristic of hysteresis and we
plan to compare the characteristics of motoricity and fixation with the other two components of the durometer frequency and mobility. We will also be exploring further the effects that each treatment technique has on
each cervical segmental level as the data seemed to suggest that different cervical levels responded better to
specific treatments.
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